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Thesis summary

Optical properties of a black hole – plasma system

1. RELATIVISTIC GEOMETRIC OPTICS WITH INCLUSION OF PLASMA

When high frequency electromagnetic waves propagate through a medium, they can be de-

scribed by the language of geometrical optics as localized wavepackets carrying an elementary

quantum of energy, photons, propagating along the trajectories called light rays. The formula-

tion of relativistic geometric optics in an isotropic medium with non-unit index of refraction is

provided in Synge’s book [22]. The foundation of geometric optics is lied by Synge’s “medium

equation”, which is in optics usually called eikonal equation,

[gµν + (1− n2)W µ
mW

ν
m]φ,µφ,ν = 0 (1)

where φ is called phase angle or eikonal, gµν is the contravariant metric tensor, n is index of

refraction and W µ
m is medium’s 4-velocity. The formula for the index of refraction in cold

unmagnetized plasma with infinite conductivity is (see e.g. [21, 25])

n =

√
1−

ω2
pl

ω2
(2)

where ω is the frequency of the wave and ωpl = e2N/(ε0me) is the plasma frequency, with N

being the number density of free electrons, ε0 being the permitivity of free space, and e and me

being charge and mass of electron respectively. The local wave covector k is defined as k = dφ.

The eikonal equation (1) is a first order partial differential equation and can be tackled by the

method of characteristics [1]. The projections of characteristics into spacetime are in optics

called light rays and satisfy, if the medium in which the light is propagating is plasma, the ray

evolution equation

Dk = −1

2
A (3)

where kµ = dxµ/dλ is the wave 4-vector, A = ]∇ω2
pl, D = ∇k with ∇ denoting covariant

derivative, and ] denoting raising of the index. The eikonal equation implies the normalization

of the wave 4-vector, k2 = −ω2
pl.

The formulation of relativistic geometric optics including the contribution of plasma can also

be examined as high-frequency limit of Maxwell equations, using WKB approximation. The
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details of the procedure can be found in the thesis. In this way, one can also obtain the transport

equation for the slowly varying amplitude of the wave, aµ, as well as the conservation law for

the number of photons, which allows establishing the usual interpretation of rays as trajectories

of particles of light.

We have generalized the geodesic deviation equation, known from the lore of general theory

of relativity (see e.g. [16]), to include the effect of plasma, resulting in what we termed “ray

deviation equation”,

D2ξ = R(k, ξ)k − 1

2
H( . , ξ) (4)

where ξ is called a connecting vector, R(., .) is Riemann curvature operator (see e.g. [12]), and

H = ∇∇ω2
pl is covariant Hesse matrix of the plasma frequency. This equation describes the

neighbouring ray yµ(λ) = xµ(λ) + εξµ(λ), which is infinitesimally close to the reference ray

xµ(λ) satisfying the ray evolution equation (3). We have found that the solutions of the ray

deviation equation must also respect the normalization constraint

k ·Dξ +
1

2
ξ · A = 0 (5)

Additionally, we have shown that for any two solutions ξ1 and ξ2 of the equation (4), the two-ray

conservation law

ξ1 ·Dξ2 − ξ2 ·Dξ1 = const (6)

is satisfied, which proves to be a valuable fact in further theoretical considerations. A variant of

this conservation law reemmerges throughout the literature, e.g. in [10, 19, 20].

Like every linear equation, the ray deviation equation has a linear space of solutions, which

is only 7 dimensional, since the solutions must respect the normalization constraint (5). In

the thesis we have also shown that this space is further factorized into 6-dimensional space of

unique neigbouring rays by the solution ξ(λ) = k(λ), which only changes the event within the

neighbouring ray to which the connecting vector is pointing.

Throughout the thesis, the ray deviation equation (4) and the whole connecting vector for-

malism proved to be a surprisingly useful tool for many different applications. One such case

was discussion and proof of Etherington’s reciprocity theorem with the inclusion of the effect of

plasma. The reciprocity theorem interrelates the two lengths characterizing in general relativity

the distance between the source of light and the observer, the corrected luminosity distance dL
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and the angular size distance dA (see e.g. [10, 19]). We have shown how these distances can

be calculated using the apparatus of the ray deviation equation. In the past, geodesic deviation

equation turned out to be useful to Ellis in [10] for proving the reciprocity theorem in vacuum.

We have shown that the ray deviation equation is equally capable to do the job in the presence of

plasma. In vacuum, the two distances are interrelated by the redshift factor, dL = dA(ωS/ωO),

where ωS and ωO are frequencies measured at the source and observer respectively, as was first

shown by Etherington [9], and later also discussed in [23, 10, 19]. If the influence of plasma

is included, the relation changes to dL = dA(nSωS/nOωO), where nS and nO are refractive

indices measured at the source and the observer respectively, thus the two distances are interre-

lated by the wavelength redshift factor rather than the frequency redshift factor (in vacuum, the

two factors are equal).

Although we have changed (in our opinion improved) the technique of the original Ellis’s

proof in some aspects, the core idea remains the same: two 2-dimensional infinitesimal beams

of neighbouring rays are evolved along the ray connecting the source and the observer, one beam

on which the luminosity distance is measured, collapsing into a point at the source event, and

the other beam on which the angular size distance is measured, collapsing into a point at the

observation event. The two beams are then interrelated by applying the two ray conservation

law (6). We have also compared our technique with [20], where the reciprocity relation was

proven using Sachs equations adapted for cold plasma. Additionally, we have shown that the

2-ray conservation law (6) can also be used to formulate the Liouville theorem in terms of

connecting vectors, and at the same time to show the invariance of phase volume w.r.t. the frame

of observation, both of these facts contained within the same equation thanks to the elegant

formalism of general relativity.

2. KINETIC THEORY AND FLUX CALCULATION

The fundamental quantity of the kinetic theory is the phase space number density of photons,

N (see e.g. [16, 25]). In the thesis we have limited ourselves to the case when the photons

“stream freely”, i.e. absorbtion, scattering and in-medium emission are not considered. In such

case the functionN satisfies collisionless Boltzmann equation, dN /dλ = 0. If the densityN is

known as a function of xµ and ki, the key quantities for observations, the specific flux and the

specific intensity, may be calculated.
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We have devoted a significant part of the chapter about the kinetic theory to derivation of the

formula for calculation of flux from a point-like source, provided following data are entered: (i)

the worldline of the source, (ii) the spectral directional luminosity of the source, (iii) location

and 4-velocity of the observer, (iv) observational frequency. For this purpose, we first expressed

the phase space number density for a single photon, N1. Subsequently, we parametrized all

photons emitted from the point-like source by the time of emission τS and wavevector at the

time of emission ~kS , and we found N by summing over individual functions N1 corresponding

to all photons emitted over the history of the source.

The resulting formula for the specific flux at the frequency νO is

FνO(xµ, ~n,O) = f
Ldir
νS

ω3
Sv

S
g

ωO

| detVO|
√
hO

(7)

where FνO(xµ, ~n,O) is measured at the event xµ, with the observer looking into the direction

−~n, and the reference frame of the observer being O. On the right hand side we have the

usual cosine factor f , spectral directional luminosity of the source Ldir
νS

, the angular frequency

measured by the source, ωS , the angular frequency measured by the observer, ωO, and the group

velocity measured by the source, vSg (it can be shown that in case of plasma group velocity is

equal to the index of refraction).

The calculation of the quantity | detVO|
√
hO requires finding the ray that connects the source

and the observer, and further calculations featuring, once again, the ray deviation equation (4).

We analyzed this quantity further and found three different ways to calculate it, one alternative

requiring integration of 4 connecting vectors along the ray connecting the source with the ob-

server, while the other two alternatives each requires integration of 2 connecting vectors along

the same ray. Of the latter two alternatives, one is equivalent to evaluating the luminosity dis-

tance between the source and the observer, while the other is equivalent to evaluating the angular

size distance.

The curious imbalance between the number of connecting vectors required for the calculation

of the first alternative and the other two was investigated closer. We have found it closely related

to the conservation of dtdν along the reference ray, which is sometimes used in derivation of

flux in textbooks but not explained in too much detail. We have shown that, from the perspective

of connecting vectors, it is related to the two-ray conservation law (6) applied to two specific

connecting vectors, and by direct calculation it was demonstrated, how this conservation law
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allows us to reduce the number of required connecting vectors from 4 to 2. Anyway, the first

alternative with 4 connecting vectors can still be used to evaluate the flux, just to check if the

calculations are reliable and if it indeed returns the same result as the other two.

3. APPLICATIONS OF THE THEORY TO KERR GEOMETRY

All specific calculations in the thesis were performed in Kerr geometry with stationary, axially

symmetric plasma distribution.

Kerr geometry has two parameters, mass of the black hole M and its intrinsic angular mo-

mentum S, which is usually replaced by Kerr parameter a = S/M , and its spacetime is usually

described by Boyer-Lindquist coordinates (t, r, θ, φ). We adapted the unit convention G =

c = M = 1 while working in Kerr geometry. At the beginning of chapter 3, basic formulae

and useful notations for working with Kerr geometry are collected from the literature, mainly

from [3, 14], including the metric tensor, the transformation formulae from LNRF to coordinate

frame, the LNRF connection forms and the curvature tensor components expressed in LNRF.

Here, LNRF stands for “locally non-rotating reference frame”, the reference frame of locally

non-rotating observers introduced in [2, 3], which is especially useful for working with Kerr

metric, and therefore was adapted by ourselves in the calculations too. We have also briefly re-

capitulated several known features of geodesics in Kerr metric, null as well as timelike. Of these,

the most important fact for the further discussion is that geodesic motion exhibits two constants

of motion, E = −p · ∂t and L = p · ∂φ (p being 4-momentum of the test particle), which can

also be interpreted as energy and z-component of angular momentum measured at infinity. The

existence of these constants is made possible thanks to the two Killing vectors ∂t and ∂φ featured

by Kerr metric. In Kerr metric there exists also the third constant of motion, Carter’s constant,

that is connected to a second rank Killing tensor. This constant was first discovered by Carter

[6] who found it using the separation of variables in Hamilton – Jacobi equation.

For the choice of plasma distribution, we have opted for usage of “toy models”, which is

the usual choice in papers devoted to this topic due to the complexity of the physically-based

accretion disc models. The distributions used in our thesis, or equivalently, the formulae for the

coordinate dependence of plasma frequency, were vacuum, ω2
pl = 0, constant distribution, ω2

pl =

K, non-singular isothermal sphere, ω2
pl = R(r;K, rc), and the disk-like plasma distribution
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ω2
pl = R(r;K, rc)Θ(θ; s), where

R(r;K, rc) =
K

r2 + r2c
Θ(θ; s) = exp

[
−(θ − π/2)2

s2

]
and K, rc and s are constants of appropriate physical dimensions, while semicolon was used

to separate arguments and parameters of the functions. Formulae for LNRF components of

the gradient A and the covariant Hessian H of plasma frequency, that are needed for the ray

evolution equation and the ray deviation equation, can be found in the thesis.

The ray evolution equation (3) and the ray deviation equation (4) were also written down

explicitly in LNRF for any stationary axially symmetric plasma distribution, comprising a set

of 16 first order ordinary differential equations, converted from the second order equations by

considering k and Dξ as independent variables. The equations are organized in two octets, the

first octet being the ray evolution equation and the second octet being the ray deviation equation.

The first octet can be solved without the second one, but the second octet requires either the

solution of the first octet to be known upfront, or the first octet to be solved simultaneously with

it. Some of the differential equations can be replaced by algebraic ones by utilizing conservation

laws. Specifically, since the plasma frequency exhibits the same symmetries as Kerr metric,

namely stationarity and axial symmetry realized by ω2
pl being independent from t and φ, we

could reintroduce the conserving constants encountered in geodesic motion E = −k · ∂t and

L = k · ∂φ. Additionally, two other conserving constants Pt and Pφ were found for the ray

deviation equation. This was not unexpected, since the ray deviation equation describes the

neighbouring ray, which carries another instance of each conserving constant exhibited by rays

in general. Indeed, we have shown that Pt and Pφ describe, how the neighbouring ray’s set

of conserving constants differ from the reference ray’s. When plasma is involved, Carter’s

constant can be reintroduced only if the plasma frequency satisfies an additional separability

condition found in the paper [17]. For such systems, the existence of an additional constant

for the ray deviation equation should be expected too, by the extension of the above argument.

Since some of the plasma distributions we chose to examine in the thesis did not satisfy the

separability condition, we chose to ignore Carter’s constant altogether in the thesis. Papers

where the generalized Carter’s constant is used are e.g. [4, 7, 15].

Using the ray evolution equation (3) we investigated the influence of the black hole – plasma

system on single rays. We decided to do it by constructing a map of past-directed rays originating
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at the event of observation O, arriving with the chosen observational frequency. Such maps can

also be viewed as future-directed ray maps originating at the source event, but the direction of

rotation of the black hole must be inverted. We have presented several such maps, obtained by

numerical integration of the ray evolution equation from the observation event backward in time.

The initial conditions were chosen in such way that the frequency measured by the observer was

fixed, and we changed the position on observer’s local sky from which the photon would be

arriving. We have depicted the result by projecting the values (r, θ, φ) of the Boyer-Lindquist

coordinates into Euclidean space as if they were spherical coordinates. A couple of such figures

is shown in figure 1.

We discussed the influence of black hole’s gravity, black hole’s rotation, observer’s position,

observer’s boost, and, most importantly, plasma on the resulting image. The examples suggested

that the influence of plasma vanishes for high frequencies of photons, as would be expected from

the formula for the index of refraction (2). By detailed analysis of the ray evolution equation

this statement was refined and the circumstances when the effect of plasma vanishes especially

slowly were determined.

By theoretical analysis of ray maps, we have derived a differential equation that, in theory,

allows us to calculate the time evolution of the image’s position on the observer’s local sky,

provided the initial conditions are known (we have termed it “image-tracking equation”). In the

end we have not used it for calculations due to the accompanying numerical difficulties, but we

have opted to leave it in the thesis anyway since (i) it is an interesting example for potential use

of the ray deviation equation, and (ii) we have later derived its cousins “ray tracking equation”

and “equation of dispersion track” that were also used in calculations.

The next effect we have studied was how the distribution of stars on the local sky changes for

an observer placed close to a black hole – plasma system. The stars were modeled as living on

the “celestial sphere”, which is a sphere with large radius centered on the black hole. The light

from the stars travels to the observer along rays, and the observer measures the direction from

which the photon is arriving on their “local sky”(the terms “local sky” and “celestial sphere”

were adopted from the paper [14]). If the stars were distributed on the celestial sphere uniformly

and the observer was affected by neither black hole nor plasma, the observed angular density

of stars would be N∗/(4π), where N∗ is the total number of stars on the celestial sphere. To

capture how the perceived angular number density of stars on the local sky deviates from that
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(A) (B)

FIGURE 1. Examples of past-directed ray maps (these figures, as well as more

examples of the same kind, can be found in the thesis). In both plots, the black

hole’s Kerr parameter is a = 0.99 and the observer, at rest w.r.t. LNRF, is placed

in the equatorial plane, at the distance r = 2rh, rh
.
= 1.14 being the event horizon

radius. The black sphere in the middle is the event horizon. The subtle meaning

of the color-coding of the rays is explained in the thesis. In plot (a) there is

no plasma, thus the observational frequency is irrelevant, while in plot (b) the

plasma distribution is disk-like, with observational frequency being 1.1ωpl(O).

On both figures, gravitational influence, including dragging of the rays by the

black hole’s rotation, are present. In the plot (b) one can also see the rays being

pushed away from the equatorial plane by the steep vertical gradient of plasma

frequency, whose influence is significant for low frequency rays.

case, we have defined the star distribution function η∗ by expressing the number of stars dN∗ in

the solid angle dΩ̄ of observer’s local sky as dN∗/dΩ̄ = (N∗/4π)η∗. It was shown that the star

distribution function is essentially equal to Jacobian of the Jacobi map, a mapping that sends

points on the local sky to the points on celestial sphere by letting the corresponding photons

travel along the past-directed rays. Since this function would be hard to calculate numerically

directly (numerical calculation of the derivatives would be imprecise), we have devised, inspired

by the calculations in the paper [14], a way to calculate the value of η∗ by integrating the ray
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deviation equation for two specifically chosen connecting vectors along the reference ray back

in time onto the celestial sphere. The details of the algorithm can be found in the thesis.

Several sample numerical calculations of the star distribution function were performed for

different plasma distributions. One of them can be found in figure 2. We have equipped the

local sky of the observer with spherical coordinates (θ̄, φ̄), with the north pole oriented (roughly)

towards the black hole. The northern hemisphere is projected on the left circle in figure 2 (the

“inner side” facing the black hole) while the southern hemisphere is depicted on the right circle

(the “outer side” turned away from the black hole), with θ̄ plotted as radial coordinate and φ̄

plotted as azimuthal coordinate. If for a given direction the reference ray did not reach the

celestial sphere, usually because it originated in the black hole, it was assigned blue color,

since no light from distant sources comes from this direction (this portion of observer’s sky

is commonly referred to as “black hole’s shadow” in the relativistic jargon). The value of η∗

was color-coded on linear color-map for low values, and segmented color-map was used for

high values of η∗ that occur typically near the edge of black hole’s shadow. The divergence

of η∗ near the edge of shadow occurs due to multiple image generation characteristic for black

holes, when light rays perform several revolutions around the black hole before they reach the

observer. One can also notice a roughly circular shape of the regions with low valued η∗ that are

stretched through both hemispheres in the example figure, which is an analogue of Einstein’s

circle known from the lensing theory of Schwarzschild black hole. Several more figures like

figure 2 can be found in the thesis, accompanied by a detailed discussion on all factors that can

influence the star distribution function in a black hole – plasma system.

The last section of the thesis is devoted to the calculation of light curves of pointlike sources

in the black hole – plasma system. A light curve is a dependence of the flux measured by an

observer on observer’s time. To fully define the problem, specifics of the system (parameters

of the black hole and plasma distribution), source (source’s worldline and spectral directional

luminosity) and observer (observer’s worldline and frequency on which they wish to observe)

must be known.

For every eventO along the observer’s worldline all rays that connect an event on the source’s

worldline to O need to be found. This is generally a difficult task, and we have not attempted

to solve it. However, if one such ray is found, it is reasonable to assume that with ticking of

observer’s time, this ray changes continuously and sweeps a 2-surface in spacetime. We called
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FIGURE 2. Star distribution function (in the figure denoted n) in a system with

a = 0.99 and constant plasma distribution. The observer, at rest w.r.t LNRF,

is positioned in the equatorial plane at r = 3.5 and observing at the frequency

2ωpl(O).

this 2-surface a “ray track”. We have derived a differential equation which is able to track the

ray as it sweeps this 2-surface, if the initial conditions are known (i.e. if one ray of the track is

known), and we named it “ray tracking equation”. The dynamical variables of the ray tracking

equation are (xµR, k
µ̂
R, ηS, λS, λO), where every ray of the track is described by one “reference

event”, xµR, lying on it, with the wavevector kµ̂R it attains at that event (ordinary and hatted

indices refer to coordinate basis and LNRF basis respectively). The three remaining variables

represent increments of the ray parameter λS and λO it takes to get from the reference point

to the source/observer, and the value of source’s worldline parameter ηS at which the source’s

worldline is reached. As an independent parameter, the observer’s worldline parameter ηO was

chosen. Specifically, the parameters ηS and ηO may be chosen as the corresponding proper times,

in which case the independent parameter of the system is the time of observation measured by

observer’s clock. The detailed formulation of the ray tracking equation may be found in the

thesis. An example of a ray track is plotted in figure 3.

In vacuum, the light bending is achromatic, meaning that photons with different frequencies

launched in the same direction propagate along the same rays. In plasma such photons travel

along different rays due dispersion of light in plasma. As a result, image-creating photons with
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(A) (B)

FIGURE 3. Example of a ray-track calculation in a system with a = 0.99 and

a non-singular isothermal sphere as plasma distribution. Initial reference ray

was generated from the reference point xµR = (0, 5, π/2, 0), with the wavevector

k̃µ̂R = (1, 0, 0, 0.8), ray parameters λ̃S = −10, λ̃O = 30, and ηS = 0. The tilded

variables were subdued to additional rescaling k̃µ̂ = kµ̂/k0̂R, λ̃ = λk0̂R, which

was convenient for numerical calculations. On the l.h.s. we see the ray-track

projected into 3D space, while on the r.h.s. we see the representation in space-

time (z-coordinate was suppressed since the whole track lies in the equatorial

plane). The color encodes values of ηO, with small ηO being violet and large

being yellow. The black dots represent the reference point locations. The ray

tracking equation was integrated backward and forward in time to ηO = ±1000,

although the backward directed integration was terminated prematurely because

we crossed a caustic. Caustic crossings are accompanied by creation/annihilation

of pairs of images (see e.g. [19]) and terminate continuous tracks.

slightly different frequencies arrive to the observer along slightly shifted light rays, hence they

are emitted by the source at slightly different times and create a 2-surface in spacetime with one

edge collapsed into the event O. We called this 2-surface a “dispersion track”. We have derived

a differential equation that allows calculation of the dispersion track if one of its rays is known.
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FIGURE 4. The light curve calculated for the observer and the source orbiting

in the equatorial plane with the angular frequency of locally non-rotating ob-

servers, the observer at radius rO
.
= 24.7 and the source at radius rS

.
= 9.2. The

Kerr parameter is a = 0.99 and plasma distribution is a non-singular isothermal

sphere. The numbers in the legend measure observational frequency in multiples

of plasma frequency at xO(τO = 0).

This is a sister equation to the ray tracking equation and we termed it “equation of dispersion

track”. An example of a dispersion track calculation can be found in the thesis.

Thus, from the knowledge of one ray connecting the source and the observer we were able

to (i) calculate its dispersion track, and (ii) for frequencies deemed interesting calculate a cor-

responding ray track. For every ray of the ray track, spectral flux can be evaluated by the flux

formula (7), and a light curve for that frequency can be constructed by plotting it as a function

of observer’s time. This approach enables us to plot light curves at different frequencies corre-

sponding to the same image, and thus compare the corresponding fluxes, times at which the flux

at specific frequencies peaks, as well as times of caustic crossings for different frequencies.

Several examples of light curves calculated by the described procedure are presented in the

thesis, one example can be found in figure 4. For higher frequencies one can notice the light
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curves being stacked on top of each other as the influence of plasma vanishes, while for lower

frequencies the chromatic dependence is present. The crossing of a caustic by the source is ac-

companied by the characteristic divergence of the light curve, evident in figure 4, at which point

the ray track is terminated. Each line in figure 4 is plotted in a triplicate, for each alternative of

the flux calculation formula, and we see that they match to the point one cannot notice by naked

eye there are three lines instead of one. Sadly, this algorithm cannot be used for calculation

of the light curves in the situations that are of highest interest from the astrophysical point of

view, with the source and the observer far away from the black hole, due to the accompanying

numerical issues. We have suggested ways in which the algorithm could be improved to address

these issues, but that would require further work beyond the extent of this thesis. Alternatively,

other approaches to the light curve calculation can be tried, see e.g. [5, 8, 11, 13, 18, 26].

CONCLUSION

In the first part of the thesis the formulation of relativistic geometric optics with included

optical effects of cold unmagnetized plasma with infinite conductivity was investigated within

Synge’s approach as well as via the high-frequency limit of Maxwell equations. The ray evo-

lution equation (3) was obtained, and we also derived a generalized version of the geodesic

deviation equation, the ray deviation equation (4). Throughout the thesis it was shown that this

equation is useful for performing theoretical investigations, as well as practical calculations.

With its help we discussed relativistic distances and proved Etherington’s theorem generalized

to the case with plasma. In a separate chapter, devoted to kinetic theory, a formula for calculation

of radiative flux of a pointlike source in terms of connecting vectors was derived.

In the second part of the thesis we applied the theory to a black hole – plasma system, the

black hole described by Kerr geometry and the plasma described by one of several discussed

toy models. We examined the effect of plasma by investigating past-directed ray maps origi-

nating at the observation event and we discussed the details of the vanishing effect of plasma

at high frequencies. We also studied distribution of stars on the local sky of the observer posi-

tioned close to the black hole, derived a formula for the calculation of this function in terms of

connecting vectors, and presented several examples of the calculation. Finally we suggested a

procedure that allows us to calculate a continuous track of rays connecting the source and the

observer using the ray tracking equation and the equation of dispersion track if one ray from
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the track is provided as an initial condition, and subsequently calculate the light curve. It was

found that numerical complications prevent a direct applicability of this procedure to astrophys-

ically interesting situations and further modifications that could be tried in future research were

suggested.
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